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Do you require the skills to guide, motivate and lead your Agile Project team and get them to
collaborate in a synergistic manner? Then this Scrum Master course is for you!
By enrolling for one of our programmes, you will be taking the next crucial step towards gearing yourself for the digital revolution.In this era
where data is regarded as the new oil, it is even more important to have the capability to transform raw data into an insightful and meaningful
form, enabling more effective decision-making and facilitating business transformation.
At Moyo Hodari, we regard ourselves as astute data people. Our facilitators are experts in their respective disciplines. Apart from being
exceptional trainers, they have vast experience in their respective fields of expertise. Our extensive knowledge of the intri- cate layers of the data
world enable us to impart real understanding of how the entire data process works, before delving into thedetailed functionalities of a specific
programme or system. This holistic approach to data training has elevated us to be a leading training facility.
Agile delivery has been on the rise as a trend in project management since the early 2000s, and is increasingly popular as an alternative to
traditional project management methodologies, especially among software development and IT teams. Ultimately, Agile is a mindset informed
by the values contained in the Agile Manifesto and the 12 Principles behind the Agile Manifesto. These values and principles provide guidance
on how to create and respond to change and how to deal with uncertainty in today’s technology-driven world! Scrum is a lightweight
framework that can be implemented to help people, teams and organisations to generate value through solutions for complex problems.
Your Trainer is Andrea Roux, a true Agilist. She has over 2 decades of software development experience, spending the last
decade as an Agile Champion for leading companies in South Africa. She strongly believes in adopting Agile ways of working to
create a customer orientated business, motivated employees, and instilling a healthy high-performance culture of continuous
innovation. She is an excellent communicator who can engage effectively with teams, managers and executives.
Andrea is a member of Scrum Alliance® and has the following credentials: Certified Professional ScrumMaster® (CSP®);
Advanced Certified ScrumMaster® (A-CSM®); Certified ScrumMaster® (CSM®); Degree in Software Development.
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What is Included?

During this course you will learn the key aspects of the Scrum Framework and
the skills required to become an effective Scrum Master
This course is best suited for:
•
Project Managers
•
Business Analysts
•
Technical Teams
•
Software Engineers
•
Team Leads
•
Testers
At the end of this course, you should have an understanding of the Agile mindset, values, principles, practices and well-known frameworks to support it. In
addition you will have an understanding of the Scrum Framework, the Scrum
roles, and the importance of a Scrum Master Role on Agile Projects.
Topics covered during the course include:
•
The Scrum Framework (events, roles, and artefacts)
•
Scrum roles and events
•
Facilitation
•
Coaching
•
Impediment removal
•
Retrospectives
•
The Product Owner role
•
The Scrum Master role
•
Creating and refining a Product backlog
•
Understanding team development
•
Coaching the organization
The course material includes a workbook that contains key concepts on each
topic covered, as well as hands-on activities to further enhance your learning
experience.
Prerequisites

Duration
Three Half Days

Agile Foundation Course (Preferred)
Stable. For virtual training a PC or
laptop to access the virtual room,
and a Steady Internet Connection
A quiet spot. A learning mindset
Working video camera and
microphone to fully engage with us

Cost
R8,000 per learner (excl.)

